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Dear Eileen,Thanks very much for offering to send the Ford materials. My address is122 Arch stPhila, 

PA19106Thanks again,-mk>>>>>> Dear Mr. Kaplan:>> The interest in the documents that relate to former 

President Gerald Ford> has been widespread, and opinions vary on the meaning and importance of his> 

comments on the Warren Commission report draft. Regardless of one's views> on these documents, it is clear 

that they enrich the historical record and> give further insight into the inner workings of the Warren 

Commission.>> If it would be helpful to you, I will send you the sample documents from> the Rankin papers 

that received a lot of press coverage. If you are> interested, send me your mailing address and I will get those 

to you.>> Sincerely,>> Eileen A. Sullivan> Press and Public Affairs Officer>> To: Eileen_Sullivan @ jfk-arrb.gov> 

cc: mkap @ mail.med.upenn.edu (bcc: Eileen Sullivan/ARRB)> From: mkap @ mail.med.upenn.edu @ 

INTERNET @ INTERLIANT> Date: 08/28/97 12:10:54 AM GMT> Subject: Help!>>>>> Dear Eileen,> I heard a 

story recently which alleged that Gerald Ford had admitted> to having made some kind of alteration to 

Warren Commission diagrams> concerning the position of President Kennedy's neck wound. Now, this> 

sounds on the face of it to be entirely absurd, so I'm assuming that> this guy must have misquoted or misread 

something. He says he got the> story from here (the AARB), and that it appeared in the Dallas Daily> News on 

July 3. Now, tell me please: is this a silly story? Is there> a grain of truth to it? Does anyone at the AARB have 

anything to say> about what role, if any, Gerald Ford played in the drawing of the neck> wounds? Again, I'm a 

little embarassed to even be asking about> something which sounds so obviously crackpot-ted. I've been 

locked in> a discussion with a conspiracy nut, and he's driving me a little> batty.> Thank you,> Mike Kaplan> 

(mkap@mail.med.upenn.edu)>>>>
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